
Imagine the possibilities for your tropical paradise

Pool Liner Collection



A designer swimming pool liner can be the spectacular centerpiece of your backyard
environment, transforming your pool into a true work of art.  Whether you would like to 

update the look of your current in-ground pool, or enhance the beauty of a new pool, 
Only Alpha Pool Liners are the perfect choice!

•  Choose from 42 stylish patterns

  - 22 Designer Collection Series patterns (pages 3-8)

  - 2 Boutique Collection and 8 textured/solid patterns (pages 8-11)

  - 7 PearlEssence™ Collection patterns (pages 12-13)

  - 3 Embossed Liner Collection patterns (page 14)

•  Manufactured using only the highest quality virgin vinyl material in durable 20 and 28 mil.
 Resists puncturing, algae, mold, mildew and bacteria. Some patterns available only in 28 mil.

•  As an option, liners can be manufactured in any bottom pattern design with no tile border.

•  State-of-the-art computer technology and manufacturing equipment ensure a perfect
 fit on any pool  – from a simple rectangle to the most complex form fit.

•  Exclusive 20-year pro-rated warranty.

For accurate color match, ask dealer for vinyl samples. Newly developed technology called 

Clear-Loc™  provides smoother, less noticeable seams that enhance the beauty of your liner. 

However, some patterns may show seams more than others - please consult your dealer.
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Antigua with Cobalt Kontiki Bali with Mosaic Ocean

Barbuda with Cobalt Kontiki Belize with Blue Beach Pebble

A beautiful designer liner will allow you to visit Tahiti in minutes.                             Step out your back door, sit back and relax.
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Bimini Isle with Marine Sparkle Capri with Blue Grotto

Captiva with White Washed Pebble Caribbean Teal

Legendary Quality, Unsurpassed Beauty and Perfect Fit

Designer Series Collection
A designer in-ground pool liner can be the spectacular centerpiece of  
your backyard environment, transforming your pool into a work of art. 
A beautiful designer liner will allow you to visit a tropical island and
enjoy the beautiful atmosphere of the caribbean.
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Hampton Blue with Blue Beach Pebble

Ibiza with Sandy Cove Mykonos with Blue Beach Pebble
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Sag Harbor with Blue Beach Pebble



Oceania with Island Jewel Ocean Reef with Marine Sparkle

Get ready to enjoy sun-soaked days in your backyard

Designer Series Collection
Whether you prefer an artsy deco pattern or intertwined waves of cool 
blue tiles, we are sure to have the the perfect selection for your setting.
Let your pool make a statement without every saying one word!
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NEW for 2018

Naxos with Aegean Sea Samos with Aegean Sea

NEW for 2018



Sante Fe with Mosaic

Sapphire Sunset with Sea Blue
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Indigo Sunrise with Sea Blue

NEW for 2018

Wavestone with Sea Blue



Truly a unique experience in pool liners

Boutique Collection
Bella Vista  & Acqua Blu are the premier entries in our new Boutique 
Collection. Bella Vista features a gorgeous yet subtle repeating mosaic 
pattern. Acqua Blu is like an elegant carpet of multi-toned mosaic tile. 
As if a group of fine, Italian craftsman labored for weeks to create it. 

Tortola with Sandy Cove
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Splashing Waves with Marine Sparkle

Acqua Blu Boutique Collection Bella Vista Boutique Collection



Nothing impacts the appearance of your swimming pool like a quality liner. 
Create a stunning swimming pool from one of the many choices offered to you.

Your professional independent swimming pool contractor will help you choose a liner 
for your pool  that will help you create your backyard paradise. They will answer 

questions and help you with tough decisions, making sure you are getting the product 
that best fits your needs. Whether you are installing a new pool or updating your 

worn out liner, make sure you choose an Only Alpha Pool Liner.
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Blue Textured Pattern White Textured Pattern

Montauk Blue Solid

Simple and elegant

Textures and Solids
These liner patterns make a clean and simple statement and give 
your pool the traditional look that has stood the test of time for 
design and beauty. 
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White Solid



European Blue Solid Steel Gray Solid

Light Gray Solid Tan Solid
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Opalescent Blues Bronze Reflections

Luminous Soul

Opalescent Blues feature shimmering blues 
in all their cool and captivating glory.

Luminous Soul is deep, delightful, dappled 
and is designed to free your spirit and 
illuminate your senses with a tranquil, 
sparkling glow.

Bronze Reflections iridescent inks create 
a bold and beautiful style to give your pool 
a serene yet rich glow that is characteristic 
of the PearlEssence™ collection.

Experience the luminescence of  the 

PearlEssence™ Collection
Luminescence is defined as “the emission of light not caused by incandescence 
and occuring at a temperature that of incandescent bodies.” In other words, 
mysterious light from unknown sources.  Your pool will be a source of new light 
sensations every time you swim.
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Platinum Onyx

Silver CloudMoonstone with White Golden Sand

Platinum Onyx dresses your oasis in dark 
and mysterious tones with a shimmery, 
sophisticated look that elevates pool 
aesthetics to those of fine culture.

Moonstone is like floating in another world, 
featuring a delightful and elegant experience 
that captures the glittering golden brilliance 
of the sun and radiates it upward.
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Quartz Flagstone

NEW for 2018 - Available only in 28 mil.

Quartz Flagstone is a unique interpretation in 
this incredible recreation of a hand-laid flag-
stones walkway. Infused with blue iridescent 
inks, it’s definitely different and new to the 
PearlEssence™ line. 

Silver Cloud features iridescent inks that 
glitter like the proverbial silver lining of a 
cloud, or the glow of pearls.



Midnight Slate

Exclusive Fully Embossed and PearlEssence™

Embossed Liner Collection
A perfect combination of the most unique pool liners. The exquisite feeling of a 
pattern that is completely embossed combined with the luminescent quality of 
PearlEssence™ makes this choice a truly one-of-a kind look for your pool.
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Shimmering Seawaves Royal Navy Glistening Palms

The Embossed Liner Collection is NEW for 2018. Available only in 28 mil.

Shimmering Seawaves. Touch and feel the 
difference in the first fully textured and 
embossed designer vinyl liner ever! Infused 
with iridescent inks, it glitters and sparkles. 

Royal Navy Glistening Palms. Infused with 
blue PearlEssence™ inks convey the sparkle and 
illusion of motion. You can practically hear the 
soothing rustle of palm leaves in the breeze.

Midnight Slate. Get dramatic with a strikingly 
different look of textured slate. Infused with 
blue iridescent inks, it’s shimmery and 
reminiscent of sea spray kissing remote, 
rocky shores.
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Only Alpha Pool Liners have been visually designed to take you to a place that’s 
uncommon, unique, and completely carefree. A beautiful designer liner will allow 

 you to visit the tropics within the comfort of your backyard setting. 

We also know that your liner has to fit your design exactly, so we carefully coordinate 
the manufacturing of your liner so it perfectly fits the unique shape you’ve chosen for 

your swimming pool. Nothing is better than a pool that looks perfect!



Reading the “safety literature” is vital for the safety of your family.  We insist that you read each and every piece of literature that is 
normally  enclosed in your pool liner package.  You should find several important items with which you must become familiar:

     1)  “DANGER” no diving area warning sign.
     2)  “No Diving” stickers.
     3)  “Caution” sticker for pool steps.
     4)  “The Sensible Way to Enjoy Your Pool,” a booklet published          
                 by The Association of Pool & Spa Professionals (APSP).

APSP has other excellent publications that are available. These publications can be ordered by calling or writing them at the 
Association of Pool & Spa Professionals, 2111 Eisenhower Avenue, Alexandria, VA 22314, (703) 838-0083; or by visiting the 
APSP consumer web site at www.theapsp.org.

2018 Only Alpha Pool Products
All rights reserved.

Only Alpha Pool Products stands behind every product we produce pursuant to those 
representations which are stated in our written warranty.  Your dealer/builder/contractor 
is an independent business person and not an agent or employee of Only Alpha Pool 
Products. We cannot and do not accept any responsibility for any representations, 
statements or contracts made by any dealer/builder/contractor.

Only Alpha Pool Products does not manufacture liners nor warrant the liners. 
All vinyl liners are warranted by the original equipment manufacturer.

Ask your independent Pool and Spa 
Professional or contractor about 

obtaining additional safety information.

•   Supervise bathers at all times.

•   Educate all bathers about your
    pool and your rules before 
    allowing them to enter.

IMPORTANT!
“No Diving” signage must be installed on the coping around the perimeter 
of your pool.  “Caution” signage also must be affixed to the steps.

The pool photographs in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only. The pools were 
constructed using individual components from many different manufacturers.

Only Alpha Pool Products
4404 Engle Ridge Drive
Fort Wayne, Indiana 46804
Phone: 260.637.0141
Fax: 260.203.5640
www.onlyalpha.com


